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Summary 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has decided to 
revoke authorisation A91118 and grant authorisation A91396 in substitution.  The 
substitute authorisation is granted to the Mortgage and Finance Association of 
Australia to enable it to continue to implement its Disciplinary Rules.  

The ACCC grants authorisation until 12 June 2019.  

 

The application for authorisation 

1. On 18 November 2013, the Mortgage and Finance Association of Australia (the 
MFAA) lodged an application under section 91C(1) of the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010 (the Act) with the ACCC for the revocation of authorisation A91118 and the 
substitution of authorisation A91396 (re-authorisation).  

2. The MFAA is seeking re-authorisation of its Disciplinary Rules (Attachment B). The 
Disciplinary Rules outline the processes for the investigation of complaints, expulsion 
of members and appeals against refused applications for membership or accreditation 
that arise under the MFAA Constitution and the MFAA Code of Practice. They also 
provide for the establishment of the MFAA Tribunal which considers disciplinary 
allegations and membership refusals.  

3. The Disciplinary Rules form part of the regime governing the conduct of MFAA 
members. The governance regime also includes: 

a. the MFAA Constitution, which sets out the governance framework for the 
Association, and 

b. the MFAA Code of Practice, which outlines the standards to which members 
must adhere.1 

4. Authorisation is not sought for the MFAA’s Code of Practice, nor the MFAA’s 
Constitution. 

5. Since this matter was last considered by the ACCC in 2009, changes have been 
made to the MFAA’s Disciplinary Rules. Broadly, the MFAA submits that changes to 
the Disciplinary Rules are minor and are for the purpose of simplification, fine tuning 
or tidying up, due to experience or legislative change. 

6. The most significant changes made to the Disciplinary Rules include the following: 

a. Section 2 – Investigations Including of Complaints. For example, amendments 
to the powers of the Investigating Officer in finalising the report to the MFAA 
Tribunal. 

b. Section 3 – Cancellation or Refusal of Membership or Accreditation. For 
example, the referral of these matters to the Investigating Officer has been 
omitted. These matters now proceed straight to the MFAA Tribunal.  

                                                
1
 The MFAA Constitution and Code of Practice are available from the MFAA website at: 
http://www.mfaa.com.au/  

http://www.mfaa.com.au/
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c. Section 4 – The MFAA Tribunal. For example, the provisional suspension of 
members pending completion of a hearing, if a member cannot be served by 
post, email or other means.   

d. Section 7 – Definitions and Interpretation. For example, where the Disciplinary 
Rules require notice to be served upon a member, this now includes by 
electronic mail, where receipt is confirmed or deemed.  

7. The MFAA submits that public benefits are enhanced by the ongoing obligations on 
MFAA members to meet the requirements of the MFAA Code of Practice and the 
continuation of its disciplinary process, provided for in the Disciplinary Rules. The 
MFAA submits that its regime sets a higher standard of professional conduct and 
applies to a broader section of the industry than existing regulatory obligations, and 
therefore raises the ethical standards of the industry. 

8. On 26 March 2014, the ACCC issued a draft determination2 proposing to re-authorise 
the MFAA’s Disciplinary Rules for five years. A conference was not requested in 
relation to the draft determination.  

Background 

9. The ACCC authorised an earlier version of the MFAA Disciplinary Rules in 2004 
(A90880), and an application for minor variation to the MFAA Disciplinary Rules in 
2005.  

10. On 27 May 2009, the ACCC also granted authorisation for five years to the MFAA for 
its Disciplinary Rules subject to a condition requiring the MFAA to delete Rule 4.7.1A, 
which provided the MFAA Board with the ability to act under the constitution to 
suspend, censure or expel any member irrespective of any determination or other 
action taken pursuant to the Disciplinary Rules.  

11. Authorisation did not extend to the MFAA’s Code of Practice or the MFAA’s 
Constitution. 

12. Since this matter was last authorised by the ACCC, the National Consumer Credit 
Protection Act 2009 (Cth) (NCCPA) was introduced, which includes the National 
Credit Code (NCC) 3 as Schedule 1 to the NCCPA. The NCCPA commenced on 
1 July 2010.  In addition to licensing requirements, the NCCPA imposes general 
conduct obligations and responsible lending obligations on credit providers, including 
mortgage brokers and credit assistance providers, in respect to consumer credit. 

13. The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) is responsible for 
regulating consumer credit under the NCCPA.  

14. Membership of a professional association is not a requirement of the NCCPA, 
although the ACCC understands that the majority of brokers are members of an 
industry association. 

                                                
2
  Subsection 90A(1) requires that before determining an application for authorisation the ACCC shall 
prepare a draft determination. 

3
 The NCC replaces previous state-based consumer credit codes and the Uniform Consumer Credit 
Code (UCCC) and it continues to apply to the conduct of Australian credit licence holders. 
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15. The MFAA submits that its governance regime does not preclude or hinder ASIC’s 
regulatory function. Once alleged misconduct has been considered by the MFAA 
Tribunal, ASIC is subsequently advised of all expulsions, suspensions, membership 
cancellations and notifications. ASIC’s public determinations are referred to the MFAA 
upon completion.  

Other relevant matters 

16. The ACCC, since first authorising the MFAA governance regime in 2004, has 
received several third line forcing notifications, which broadly require that the brokers 
of various lending institutions be members of the MFAA4 (and FBAA in some cases). 
The notifications were allowed to stand due to the ACCC’s assessment that the public 
benefit from the notified conduct outweighed the public detriment. 

17. Following the receipt of a complaint in 2011, the ACCC commenced a review of the 
notifications on the basis that a national regulatory regime for the credit industry was 
introduced since the notifications were lodged.5  

18. Having regard to the claims by the notifying parties and the issues raised by the 
interested parties at the time, the ACCC was satisfied that the likely benefit to the 
public from the conduct, including higher standards imposed on brokers engaged by 
the participating lending businesses, continued to outweigh the minimal likely 
detriment to the public.6  

MFAA  

19. The MFAA is an industry association providing services and advocacy for its 
members to assist them to develop, foster and promote the mortgage and finance 
industry. The MFAA submits that it is the peak body for the mortgage industry in 
Australia.  

20. The MFAA currently has approximately 10,000 members, the majority of which are 
brokers, loan writers, lenders (bank and non-bank) and aggregators. Membership is 
also extended to lawyers, accountants and educational institutions associated with the 
industry.  

21. Membership to the MFAA is voluntary, and members are required to comply with the 
MFAA governance regime, outlined in paragraph 3. Membership fees are payable by 
the MFAA members.7  

22. The MFAA aims to: 

a. set and enforce standards which define professionalism for members 

                                                
4
 Notifications N92787 (AHL Investments), N93141 & N93142 (Virgin Money Australia Pty Ltd & Virgin 
Money Financial Services Pty Ltd), N93186 (ING Bank (Australia) Ltd – later withdrawn), N93329 
(Mortgage Choice Ltd), N93051 & N93052 (Commonwealth Bank of Australia and CBFC Ltd), 
N92860 (Commonwealth Bank of Australia), N40751 (Australia New Zealand Banking Group), 
N92872 (Westpac). 

5
 Statement of Reasons released by the ACCC on 11 May 2012.  

6
 The ACCC’s decision document can be viewed at: 
http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/779869/fromItemId/776485/display/acc
cDecision 

7
 The applicable fees can be found at: http://www.mfaa.com.au/default.asp?artID=2039.  

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/779869/fromItemId/776485/display/acccDecision
http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/779869/fromItemId/776485/display/acccDecision
http://www.mfaa.com.au/default.asp?artID=2039
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b. promote excellence through best practice for the benefit of customers 

c. provide relevant, cost effective services and learning and development 
opportunities for members 

d. support the evolution of the mortgage and finance industry, and 

e. advocate on behalf of its members. 

The MFAA Code of Practice   

23. The Disciplinary Rules, for which authorisation is sought, enforce the Code of Practice 
(the Code). The MFAA considers that the Code is consistent with the requirements 
set out in relevant laws, such as the ASIC Act, the NCCPA, and the CCA.    

24.  The Code prescribes: 

a. The requirements to become and remain a member, including: 

i. qualifications and experience of mortgage originators and finance 
brokers, and 

ii. the maintenance of professional indemnity insurance. 

b. The practice standards for the MFAA members, relating to: 

i. the process for ensuring the appropriate finance for the applicant 

ii. the process for completing the loan application, and advising of the 
outcome of the loan application  

iii. fees and commissions 

iv. complaints handling 

v. skill, care and diligence, and 

vi. conflict of interest. 

25. The Code applies to and is binding on every MFAA member who acts for a party to a 
transaction which involves or may involve the provision of credit secured by way of a 
mortgage. 

Disciplinary Rules 

26. As set out above, the MFAA is only seeking authorisation of its Disciplinary Rules, 
please see paragraphs 2 - 4 above.  

27. The MFAA’s Disciplinary Rules establish the MFAA Tribunal (the Tribunal) and 
therefore the process under which complaints against MFAA members for alleged 
misconduct are investigated and dealt with. Pursuant to the Disciplinary Rules, a 
complaint of a member’s misconduct is firstly made to the independent Investigating 
Officer (IO), who investigates the matter and, if warranted, refers a report to the 
Tribunal Chair for consideration, see below. 

28. The Disciplinary Rules also cover appeals in relation to refusals of applications for 
MFAA membership and referrals to review membership where a member may no 
longer satisfy membership criteria. Pursuant to the Disciplinary Rules, an appeal 
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against a membership application refusal may be forwarded directly to the Tribunal 
which may seek information from the MFAA Membership Secretary and/or the IO.  

Tribunal  

29. The Tribunal consists of an independent Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson as 
appointed by the Board, each of whom is a legal practitioner of at least five years 
standing. For a hearing, the Tribunal must be comprised of the Chairperson, or the 
Deputy Chairperson and two persons from the Tribunal Panel. The Tribunal Panel 
consists of at least 20 people drawn from all states and territories, and are all MFAA 
members. 

30. Tribunal hearings are held in private and are final and binding on all parties to the 
proceeding. The Tribunal must act without bias, treat all parties with fairness and in 
accordance with the rules of natural justice. The MFAA member will have all the 
relevant information that the Tribunal will have before it pursuant to the Disciplinary 
Rules, and be given an opportunity to respond before the Tribunal will finalise its 
consideration of the matter. Members are given between 14 – 21 days to respond, 
unless it is a case of emergency (5 – 7 days). The MFAA notes that the IO will have 
also given the MFAA member an opportunity to comment on allegations prior to 
progressing the matter to the Tribunal. 

31. The Tribunal is required to issue written reasons for any determination made, and 
provide them to all parties to the proceeding. The Tribunal Secretary must maintain a 
register of all determinations made by the Tribunal which is available for inspection by 
members of the MFAA. It is only where the MFAA sees fit that it will publish and make 
publicly available, the content of, or an extract of, any determination by the Tribunal. 

Disciplinary proceedings  

32. Since the matter was last considered by the ACCC in 2009, the MFAA submits that 
approximately 120 matters relating to breaches of the Code have been referred to the 
Tribunal, and 20 per cent of these matters were dismissed. Further, the MFAA 
submits that the IO has handled twice as many matters over this time, excluding 
membership appeals and cancellations.8  

33. The MFAA provided the following examples of ‘misconduct’ which have been the 
subject of disciplinary proceedings: false documentation, false declarations on 
membership application or renewal forms, misleading borrowers, inappropriate loans, 
unprofessional behaviour, and misleading or deceptive conduct. This is not an 
exhaustive list.  

34. Sanctions imposed have included, but are not limited to: expulsion, suspension of 
membership, membership cancellation, compliance orders, corrective action, financial 
contribution to the MFAA, additional training, and audit of operations. For matters 
where the MFAA imposes a suspension, expulsion or cancellation of MFAA 
membership, the MFAA generally describes these matters as ‘severe’.  

35. The failure of an MFAA member to partake in and co-operate during disciplinary 
hearings may itself be misconduct, and may be subject to further disciplinary action.   

                                                
8
 Membership appeals and cancellation proceed straight to the MFAA Tribunal.  
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Submissions received by the ACCC 

36. The ACCC tests the claims made by the applicant in support of an application for 
authorisation through an open and transparent public consultation process. A 
summary of the public submissions received from the MFAA and interested parties 
prior to, and following the draft determination follows. 

Prior to the draft determination  

37. The ACCC initially sought submissions from 131 interested parties potentially affected 
by the application, including industry associations, member companies, consumer 
organisations and government departments.  

38. The ACCC received submissions from four interested parties: 

a. Aussie Home Loans fully supports authorisation of the MFAA and submits 
that the authorised conduct continues to benefit the public by enhancing 
professional and ethical standards, and promoting a competitive industry.   

b. ASIC supports the MFAA authorisation and considers that industry 
organisations can play an important consumer protection role in raising 
industry standards, and in investigating and responding to misconduct. ASIC 
submits that the MFAA requirements cover a wider area of credit products, 
and in some instances may have higher requirements than required by 
legislation.  

c. The Australian Finance Group (AFG) submits that the MFAA Disciplinary 
Rules do not enhance professional and ethical standards above the NCCPA 
requirements. The AFG considers that ASIC provides more than sufficient 
enforcement of industry standards and consumer protection, and that the 
MFAA’s sanctioning has been inappropriate in some instances of member 
misconduct. The AFG submits that industry membership is anticompetitive, as 
members should be able to compete on an equal footing without membership 
to an industry body. 

d. The Finance Brokers Association of Australia (FBAA) submits that the 
MFAA’s Disciplinary Rules are not impartial and do not provide continuity 
throughout the finance industry. The FBAA submits that misconduct is more 
effectively regulated by ASIC. Further, the FBAA submits that the MFAA’s 
regime does not provide procedural fairness to members the subject of 
disciplinary proceedings.  

Following the draft determination  

39. On 26 March 2014 the ACCC sought interested party submissions in respect of the 
draft determination, particularly regarding the publication of member’s names found in 
breach of the Disciplinary Rules. The ACCC received the following public 
submissions: 

a. The Finance Sector Union (FSU) supports the authorisation, and submits 
that there should be a clear process in place to afford procedural fairness to 
MFAA members. The FSU also submits that the MFAA sanctions should be 
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applied to the employer rather than the individual under the employer’s 
directive. 

b. The FBAA reiterated its concerns regarding a lack of procedural fairness to 
members subject of disciplinary proceedings, the role and ambit of the MFAA 
Tribunal, and is of the view that any such Tribunal should be industry wide.  

c. Neither the FBAA or the MFAA support the publication of MFAA members’ 
names for non-severe breaches of the Disciplinary Rules as it may prejudice 
an MFAA member’s ability to trade in the industry.  

40. The views of the MFAA and interested parties are considered in the evaluation 
chapter of this determination. Copies of the public submissions may be obtained from 
the ACCC’s website at www.accc.gov.au/authorisationsregister.  

ACCC evaluation 

41. The ACCC’s evaluation of the Disciplinary Rules is in accordance with the relevant 
net public benefit tests9 contained in the Act. While there is some variation in the 
language of the tests, in broad terms, the ACCC is required to identify and assess the 
likely public benefits and detriments, including those constituted by any lessening of 
competition and weigh the two. In broad terms, the ACCC may grant authorisation if it 
is satisfied that the benefit to the public would outweigh the public detriments. 

42. In order to assess the effect of the Disciplinary Rules and the public benefits and 
detriments that are likely to result, the ACCC identifies the relevant areas of 
competition and the likely future should authorisation not be granted.  

The relevant area of competition  

43. As part of its previous assessment in 2009, the ACCC identified two potential areas of 
competition affected by the MFAA’s application: one for mortgage retail services, 
including mortgage retailing by banks, building societies and credit unions directly to 
consumers, as well as mortgage brokers, and another more narrow market for 
mortgages arranged by brokers only. The ACCC did not previously consider whether 
these markets would be national or regionally based.  

44. As MFAA membership is open to a wide variety of participants in the industry, 
including mortgage and finance brokers, mortgage managers, lawyers and 
accountants, the ACCC proposes to consider the MFAA’s application for re-
authorisation within the broader market of mortgage retail services.  

45. In addition, the supply of professional membership services to mortgage brokers and 
credit advisors is likely to be affected.  

46. The ACCC notes that there are alternate professional associations which provide 
services that are similar to the MFAA, including the FBAA and the Australian Institute 
of Professional Brokers Limited (AIPB).  

47. The FBAA is a national association representing 9,000 finance brokers nationally, and 
is directly connected to 14,500 industry stakeholders. The FBAA monitors legislation 

                                                
9
 Subsections 90(5A), 90(5B), 90(6), 90(7). The relevant tests are set out in Attachment A. 

http://www.accc.gov.au/authorisationsregister
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and makes representations to regulators, Commonwealth government departments, 
and Members of Parliament both state and federal as appropriate.10  

48. The AIPB is a non-profit company and is open to all fit and proper Australian entities 
and individuals that provide broking services. The AIPB is committed to advancing the 
skill and knowledge level of finance brokers through quality ongoing training and 
development.11 

49. The ACCC does not consider it is necessary to precisely identify the relevant areas of 
competition to assess the MFAA’s application for re-authorisation. 

The future with and without  

50. To assist in its assessment of the conduct against the authorisation tests, the ACCC 
compares the likely future with the conduct that is the subject of the authorisation to 
the likely future without the conduct that is the subject of the authorisation. The ACCC 
will compare the public benefits and detriments likely to arise in the future where the 
conduct occurs against the future in which the conduct does not occur. 

 
51. The MFAA submits that without re-authorisation of the Disciplinary Rules, the MFAA 

could not legally enforce its governance regime, ethical standards in the industry are 
likely to suffer, and members who are known to, or thought likely to, have engaged in 
misconduct may continue to do so, at a potentially significant loss to consumers. ASIC 
agrees that without re-authorisation the MFAA would not be in a position to effectively 
enforce its Code, reducing the public benefit associated with MFAA membership.12  

52. The ACCC considers that without authorisation of the Disciplinary Rules, the MFAA 
would be unlikely to enforce its Disciplinary Rules due to the risks of breaching the 
Act. In particular, the MFAA will find it difficult to sanction MFAA members who have 
engaged in misconduct.  

53. Although, in the absence of re-authorisation of the Disciplinary Rules, MFAA 
members will continue to be required to comply with the NCCPA. The ACCC notes 
that this is limited to consumer credit only (see paragraph 57).   

Public benefit 

54. The MFAA submits that the Disciplinary Rules will continue to lead to public benefits 
through: 

a. providing a higher professional and ethical standard of conduct and 
compliance for members pursuant to the MFAA regime than is legislated, and  

b. the effective enforcement of the MFAA governance regime.13 

55. The ACCC’s assessment of the likely public benefits from the proposed conduct 
follows. 

                                                
10

 https://www.fbaa.com.au// 
11

 http://www.aipb.com.au/about-us/about-us.html 
12

 ASIC submission dated 17 December 2013, pg. 2.   
13

 The complete MFAA supporting submission can be viewed on the ACCC’s Public Register at: 
http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1128174/fromItemId/278039/display/
application.  

http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1128174/fromItemId/278039/display/application
http://registers.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/1128174/fromItemId/278039/display/application
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A higher standard of conduct and compliance for members than is legislated  

56. The MFAA submits that its governance regime, including the Disciplinary Rules, 
provides higher obligations on members than is required under the NCCPA 
legislation, thereby enhancing consumer confidence, and applies to a broader section 
of the industry than the NCCPA. The following are examples provided:  

a. The NCCPA requires that a loan, lease or refinance is ‘not unsuitable’. The 
MFAA standard is that such a loan must be ‘appropriate’. 

b. The NCCPA requires completion of a relevant Certificate IV (or higher) 
qualification as specified in ASIC’s Regulatory Guide 206. The MFAA requires 
a member to complete a Diploma in Mortgage and Finance Broking 
Management (or equivalent) or higher relevant qualification.   

c. The MFAA notes that ASIC may issue an Australian Credit Licence (ACL) to a 
person who has ‘serious fraud’ in their history provided that the fraud is older 
than ten years. The MFAA advises that it is unlikely to approve a membership 
application from a person who has a serious fraud in their criminal history and 
the Disciplinary Rules allow the Tribunal to decline such an application. 

d. The MFAA’s membership criteria also require that loan writers must hold 
individual membership. This effectively extends the requirements of the MFAA 
Disciplinary Rules on ACL holder members to encompass their entire loan 
writer membership, not just the ACL holder members. The MFAA’s 
disciplinary regime extends vicarious obligations on employer members over 
their employee’s activities and consequently treats licence holders, their 
employees and appointed contractor members alike. 

57. ASIC notes that the MFAA requirements cover a wider area of credit products. For 
example, ASIC submits that the NCCPA regulates consumer credit only, whereas the 
MFAA Code covers all credit activities engaged in by its members including small 
business and commercial equipment lending.14 

58. ASIC also notes that higher minimum qualifications are required for MFAA mortgage 
broking members to obtain membership, and submits that the MFAA provides a 
mentoring program that is designed to provide support for new entrants into the 
industry.15 ASIC considers that industry organisations can play an important 
consumer protection role in raising industry standards, and in investigating and 
appropriately responding to instances of member misconduct.  

59. Aussie Home Loans supports the re-authorisation and submits that the MFAA regime 
has created an enhanced professional and ethical standard that has resulted in 
benefits to consumers and the public since they have been in effect.16 

60. In contrast, the AFG and the FBAA submit that the MFAA governance regime does 
not enhance the professional and ethical standards outside of the NCCPA 
requirements for mortgage and finance brokers. The AFG submits that the NCCPA 
standards in themselves benefit consumers without the need to be reinforced through 
the MFAA governance regime.  

                                                
14

 ASIC submission dated 17 December 2013, pg. 1.  
15

 Ibid.  
16

 Aussie Home Loans submission dated 16 December 2013.  
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ACCC view  

61. The ACCC accepts that the Disciplinary Rules provide a mechanism for the MFAA to 
impose a higher standard than that prescribed under the NCCPA, including the 
regulation of credit activities relating to small business and commercial equipment 
lending. This is likely to result in benefits to consumers beyond that which legislation 
alone can achieve.  

62. The ACCC considers that the MFAA can complement the work of the industry 
regulator and other professional industry associations to promote best practice in the 
mortgage and finance industry. The ACCC notes the MFAA’s submission that ASIC 
cannot be expected to pursue every issue. Further, that the bulk of matters finalised 
by the Tribunal are not matters being considered by ASIC, often because the conduct 
is not an offence under the NCCPA or it is not seen as a priority matter for ASIC.  

Effectiveness of the Disciplinary Rules  

63. The MFAA submits that the public benefits from the MFAA‘s governance regime stem 
from implementation and enforcement achieved pursuant to the Disciplinary Rules.  

64. The MFAA submits that its governance regime has been in operation for 10 years, 
and the MFAA Tribunal has considered over 385 matters in that time. The MFAA 
submits that there have been approximately 120 matters referred to the Tribunal since 
authorisation by the ACCC in 2009, and that the MFAA IO has handled approximately 
double that figure over this period.17 The range of sanctions that have been applied 
during this period include: refusal of membership, expulsion, suspension of 
membership of between 6 months and 3 years, acceptance of undertakings not to 
work in the finance broking industry for a specified period and undertaking further 
training. 

65. The FBAA submits that the MFAA’s disciplinary process is not impartial, and 
investigations and prosecution should be referred to ASIC. A single regulator will 
ensure consistency and continuity throughout the finance industry. Further, FBAA 
submits that issues such as fraud and negligence are very serious issues based on 
findings of fact and evidence, and the Tribunal is not authorised to make such 
findings. 

66. The FBAA submits that the penalties pursuant to the MFAA Disciplinary Rules i.e. 
membership suspension or cancellation are inferior when compared to those imposed 
by ASIC for the same conduct i.e. a fine or revocation of the person’s ACL.  

67. The FBAA reiterated its concerns, and the FSU has raised concerns that the 
Disciplinary Rules do not provide members with procedural fairness as they are not 
given the full particulars of the allegations, evidence, and a reasonable opportunity to 
respond.  

68. The MFAA had previously submitted, and has reiterated post draft determination that 
the disciplinary action is not taken by the MFAA itself. Both the IO and the Tribunal 
operate at “arm’s length” from the MFAA. The MFAA will refer matters but will not 
subsequently get involved in the disciplinary process until a determination is issued by 
the Tribunal. The MFAA will then enforce the determination. Further, the MFAA has 

                                                
17

 This number does not include membership appeals or cancellations, as these go direct to the 
MFAA Tribunal. The ACCC notes that the MFAA has provided the ACCC with a summary of 
matters and outcomes considered by the Tribunal since 2009. 
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reiterated that the disciplinary regime does provide procedural fairness to members, 
that members are afforded all the information before the Tribunal, and are given 
several opportunities to respond to allegations (please see paragraph 30 for further 
information).  

69. The AFG submits that there is little evidence that MFAA members are reporting 
instances of misconduct, as is required under the MFAA governance regime. The 
AFG has been dissatisfied with the way in which the MFAA sanctions its members, 
and submits that the industry perception of ASIC’s powers and ability to take action 
for misconduct is greater than that of the MFAA.   

70. The FSU submits that sanctions under the Disciplinary Rules should be applied to the 
employer rather than the individual under the employer’s directive. In response, the 
MFAA submits that there have been some cases where employers, who are also 
MFAA members, have been found vicariously liable for the conduct of employees.   

ACCC view  

71. The ACCC is of the view that public benefits are more likely where the professional 
standards are higher and cover a wider area of credit products than that legislated by 
the NCCPA.  

72. The ACCC considers that the extent to which the public benefits of higher 
professional and ethical standard of conduct and compliance for members are likely to 
result depends upon the extent to which the Disciplinary Rules regulate the behaviour 
of MFAA members through effective enforcement mechanisms.  

73. The ACCC notes that the MFAA has continued to investigate non-compliance with the 
MFAA Code and take disciplinary action since the NCCPA was introduced, see 
paragraph 64 above.  

74. The ACCC is of the view that the MFAA disciplinary regime operates an effective 
enforcement mechanism, by investigating non-compliance and applying sanctions in 
the appropriate circumstances, to provide a strong deterrent against professional 
misconduct for MFAA members, in addition to the regulatory role of ASIC. The range 
of sanctions available is discussed at paragraph 34.  

75. The ACCC notes that the MFAA maintains a register of Tribunal determinations and 
the names of members are presently accessible to MFAA members.18 Rule 4.10.3 of 
the Disciplinary Rules (Attachment B) provides that the MFAA may publish or make 
available to members or other persons, as it sees fit, the content of the MFAA 
register, including Tribunal determinations. 

76. In the ACCC’s draft determination, the ACCC suggested that the effectiveness of the 
Disciplinary Rules may be enhanced through increasing the transparency of breaches 
of the MFAA governance regime by making all Tribunal determinations available to 
the public, including publishing members’ names found in breach of the Disciplinary 
Rules. 

77. The MFAA advised that it issues public media releases that identify the MFAA 
member involved in Tribunal determinations where the MFAA imposes a suspension, 
expulsion or cancellation of MFAA membership. Such Tribunal determinations are 

                                                
18

 Tribunal outcomes (suspension and expulsion) are noted in the MFAA Annual Report which is 
publicly available, however this does not name members found to be in breach. 
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also listed on the MFAA’s website, sent to ASIC and MFAA lender members, and 
published in the MFAA magazine. 

78. The MFAA and the FBAA both submit that publishing the names of MFAA members 
where the conduct before the Tribunal is not described as severe misconduct will 
inflict upon the MFAA member substantial commercial damage and may prejudice 
their ability to trade in the industry.  

79. The ACCC notes that the MFAA publishes members’ names in instances which it 
generally describes as severe misconduct. The ACCC continues to encourage public 
disclosure where members have been subject to disciplinary action, which may 
include aggregated or non-specific data relating to non-severe action, to further 
enhance consumer confidence in the effectiveness and transparency of the 
governance regime.  At this point in time, the ACCC is not proposing to impose a 
condition that would require the publication of members’ names in relation to non-
severe19 disciplinary outcomes.  

80. The ACCC considers that the Disciplinary Rules provide for an independent, fair and 
transparent process. Although the laws and rules of evidence do not apply, the 
Disciplinary Rules require that the Tribunal must act without bias, and treat all parties 
with fairness and in accordance with the rules of natural justice. As set out in 
paragraphs 29 - 31, members are provided with all relevant information and then 
given an opportunity to respond to allegations. The Disciplinary Rules also require 
that the Tribunal is convened as quickly as is practical, and that all Tribunal decisions 
are documented and communicated to MFAA members.  

81. Submissions made by ASIC indicate its support for the MFAA governance regime. 
The ACCC is of the view that ASIC and the MFAA are working co-operatively, and 
that the MFAA’s regime is likely to assist overall compliance in the sector.  

82. In response to the concerns raised by the FSU in paragraph 39, the ACCC notes that 
the Disciplinary Rules form part of the regime governing the conduct of MFAA 
members only. As membership to the MFAA is voluntary, the MFAA is unable to 
impose disciplinary action upon members’ employers if they are not MFAA members 
as this is outside the scope of the MFAA’s disciplinary regime and this authorisation. 
The MFAA has advised that where employers are members of the MFAA, there are 
vicarious liability provisions under its regime and that these have previously been 
applied where employers have been held vicariously liable for the misconduct of their 
employees.  

  ACCC conclusion on public benefits   

83. The ACCC accepts that the Disciplinary Rules are likely to result in public benefits by: 

a. improving consumer confidence and consumer protection by enforcing 
professional standards with which MFAA members are to comply, and 

b. improving standards within the industry above that required by national 
legislation, such as the NCCPA. 
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 Sanctions imposed by the MFAA which they submit are non-severe include: further training, 
financial penalties, and censure. 
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Public detriment 

84. The MFAA acknowledges that public detriments could result from disciplinary 
processes for enforcing a code of conduct of an industry association where: 

a. membership of the association is necessary to compete 

b. a code contains broadly expressed provisions and might be open to 
subjective interpretation by disciplinary tribunals  

c. the disciplinary processes do not provide association members with sufficient 
procedural fairness, and  

d. the number of members likely to be expelled is likely to constitute such a 
proportion of the market that it would reduce the level of competition in the 
market.  

85. The MFAA submits that limited public detriments will result with respect to the MFAA’s 
Disciplinary Rules. 

86. The ACCC’s assessment of the likely public detriment from the proposed conduct 
follows. 

Effect of membership on competition in the industry 

87. The MFAA and ASIC submit that membership with the MFAA or any other industry 
association is not mandatory for mortgage brokers to operate in the industry.  

88. The MFAA submits that the number of members that are likely to be the subject of 
disciplinary rulings, whilst significant, is not sufficient to impact on the competitive 
dynamics of the industry. Further, it is unlikely that loss of MFAA membership would 
significantly impede mortgage brokers’ ability to operate in the industry.  

89. In contrast, the AFG submits that the arrangement is anti-competitive as 
mortgage/finance brokers should be allowed to compete on equal footing without 
membership to an industry body such as the MFAA. Some lenders require mortgage 
brokers to hold an industry body membership to be accredited as a loan writer of its 
products. The AFG considers that the licensing regime introduced under the NCCPA, 
and supervised by ASIC, is more than sufficient to maintain industry standards.     

ACCC View  

90. The ACCC notes that membership to the MFAA (and other industry associations) is 
voluntary, non-exclusive, and not a requirement to participate in the industry.  

91. As set out in paragraphs 16 – 18, the ACCC has previously considered that the 
practice of lending institutions requiring their brokers to obtain industry membership 
results in net public benefits, and is not anti-competitive.  

Potential for the Disciplinary Rules to be used for an anti-competitive 
purpose 

92. Public detriment may be more likely if the disciplinary processes were capable of 
being implemented for an anti-competitive purpose. An independent review process 
can limit the extent to which disciplinary rules can be used for such a purpose.  
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93. The MFAA submits that the Disciplinary Rules have not resulted in adverse outcomes 
while it has been in operation.  

94. Aussie Home Loans submits that the Disciplinary Rules assist in maintaining a level 
playing field for mortgage brokers thereby promoting a competitive industry, which 
ultimately benefits consumers.20  

95. Conversely, the AFG submits that it does not believe that the MFAA governance 
regime provides appropriate checks and balances against the Disciplinary Rules 
being used for an anti-competitive purpose.  

ACCC view  

96. The ACCC is satisfied that the Tribunal appropriately hears proceedings of alleged 
misconduct under the MFAA disciplinary regime, and is in a position to determine 
sanctions where misconduct has been substantiated.  

97. As discussed in paragraph 80, the ACCC considers that the enforcement 
mechanisms of the MFAA’s disciplinary regime are fair and transparent. Further, that 
the Tribunal is impartial, operating independently to the MFAA.  

ACCC conclusion on public detriments 

98. The ACCC considers that the continuing implementation of the Disciplinary Rules are 
likely to result in little, if any, public detriments.  The ACCC considers that 
membership of the MFAA is voluntary and non-exclusive and there are checks and 
balances to ensure that the Disciplinary Rules cannot be used for an anti-competitive 
purpose.  

99. The ACCC notes that the Disciplinary Rules do not replace or restrict the applicable 
NCCPA enforced by ASIC.   

Balance of public benefit and detriment  

100. For the reasons outlined in this determination, the ACCC is satisfied that in all the 
circumstances the MFAA Disciplinary Rules are likely to result in a benefit to the 
public and that the benefit would outweigh any public detriment constituted by any 
lessening of competition that would be likely to result.  

101. Accordingly, the ACCC is satisfied that the relevant public benefit tests are met. 

Length of authorisation 

102. The MFAA seeks re-authorisation for five years. In the draft determination the ACCC 
proposed to grant authorisation for a further five years. 

103. The ACCC notes that the conduct has previously been authorised on a number of 
occasions. The ACCC considers it is appropriate to grant re-authorisation to the 
MFAA for five years as requested by the applicant. 
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Determination 

Conduct for which the ACCC grants authorisation 

104. For the reasons set out in this determination, the ACCC is satisfied that the tests in 
sections 90(5A), 90(5B), 90(6) and 90(7) of the Act have been met.21 The conduct 
for which authorisation is sought is likely to result in a public benefit that would 
outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any lessening of competition 
arising from the arrangements.  Accordingly, under 91C(4) of the Act the ACCC 
revokes A91118 and grants authorisation A91396 in substitution. 

105. The ACCC proposes to substitute authorisation to enable the MFAA to implement its 
Disciplinary Rules as they stand at this time. Any amendments to the Disciplinary 
Rules during the term of the re-authorisation would not be covered by the 
authorisation. 

106. The ACCC grants authorisation until 12 June 2019. 

107. This determination is made on 21 May 2014. 
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Attachment A - Summary of relevant statutory tests 

Subsections 90(5A) and 90(5B) provide that the ACCC shall not authorise a provision of a 
proposed contract, arrangement or understanding that is or may be a cartel provision, unless 
it is satisfied in all the circumstances that: 

 the provision, in the case of subsection 90(5A) would result, or be likely to result, 
or in the case of subsection 90(5B) has resulted or is likely to result, in a benefit 
to the public; and 

 that benefit, in the case of subsection 90(5A) would outweigh the detriment to the 
public constituted by any lessening of competition that would result, or be likely to 
result, if the proposed contract or arrangement were made or given effect to, or in 
the case of subsection 90(5B) outweighs or would outweigh the detriment to the 
public constituted by any lessening of competition that has resulted or is likely to 
result from giving effect to the provision. 

Subsections 90(6) and 90(7) state that the ACCC shall not authorise a provision of a 
proposed contract, arrangement or understanding, other than an exclusionary provision, 
unless it is satisfied in all the circumstances that: 

 the provision of the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding in the case 
of subsection 90(6) would result, or be likely to result, or in the case of subsection 
90(7) has resulted or is likely to result, in a benefit to the public; and 

 that benefit, in the case of subsection 90(6) would outweigh the detriment to the 
public constituted by any lessening of competition that would result, or be likely to 
result, if the proposed contract or arrangement was made and the provision was 
given effect to, or in the case of subsection 90(7) has resulted or is likely to result 
from giving effect to the provision. 
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SECTION 1 - PREAMBLE 
 

These are the Mortgage & Finance Association of Australia (MFAA) Disciplinary Rules 

established under the terms of the MFAA Constitution. 

 
These Rules describe the process that the MFAA takes with respect to, but not limited to, the 

following: 

 
 complaints about the conduct of Members of the MFAA; 

 
 allegations of breaches by its Members of the MFAA Constitution, Code of Practice or 

other requirements of the Board; 

 
 investigation of such complaints, allegations and other matters by the Investigating 

Officer; 

 
 the establishment of, and action taken by, the MFAA Tribunal; and 

 
 appeals against declined applications for membership of the Association. 

Definitions and notes on Interpretation are located at the end of these Rules. 

 

 
SECTION 2 – INVESTIGATIONS INCLUDING OF 

COMPLAINTS 
 

2.1 INVESTIGATION OF COMPLAINTS 
 

2.1.1  Appointment of Investigating Officer. 
 

The Board must appoint one or more persons to the position of Investigating Officer, but 

the persons so appointed may be individuals or a company or partnership. Each 

individual person appointed to the position of Investigating Officer, or if the Investigating 

Officer is not a natural person, each individual appointed or engaged to assist the 

Investigating Officer must have legal, accounting or auditing qualifications or 

experience to the satisfaction of the Board and shall not be a Member of MFAA as 

defined from time to time. The powers of an Investigating Officer may be exercised by 

each person so appointed. 

 
2.1.1A The role of the Investigating Officer is to investigate complaints and suspected 

breaches of the Constitution, the Code of Practice and the Disciplinary Rules and to 

assist the MFAA Tribunal upon request. 

 
2.1.2   A complaint received by the Association from any person may be referred directly to an 

Investigating Officer. A complaint may be received and acted upon regardless of 

whether the complainant is identified in the complaint. 
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2.1.3   If a complaint is referred to the Investigating Officer by COSL, or by the MFAA through 

a State Council or the Board, ASIC or by another regulatory body, the Investigating 

Officer must conduct an investigation into the complaint. 
 

2.1.3A The Investigating Officer may conduct an investigation into possible breaches of the 

MFAA Constitution or Code of Practice at its own motion. 
 

2.1.4   Subject to Rule 2.1.3, the Investigating Officer must not decide to conduct an 

investigation; 

 
(a) unless he or she is of the opinion that a Member may have engaged in conduct 

amounting to Misconduct; 

 
(b) if he or she is of the opinion that it is more appropriate that the matter be dealt with by a 

Court or another independent complaints, disciplinary, conciliation, or arbitration body 

or procedure; 

 
(c) if the complainant seeks any compensation or reimbursement whatsoever and the 

complainant is not alleging that a Member has engaged in conduct amounting to 

Misconduct; 
 

(d) if the conduct giving rise to the complaint occurred before the date of commencement 

of the Rules; 

 
(e) if the subject matter of the particular matter was comprised in a complaint by the same 

person (or any one or more of them) previously considered by the Investigating Officer 

or the Tribunal unless the Investigating Officer is of the opinion that relevant new 

evidence is available; 

 
(f)  if the Investigating Officer is of the opinion, following consultation with the Chairman of 

the Tribunal, that the matter is frivolous or vexatious or is being pursued by the 

complainant in a frivolous or vexatious manner or for an improper purpose; or 
 

(g) if the substance of the matter is solely a contractual dispute between members and no 

allegation of misconduct is made against a Member. 

 
2.1.5   Subject to Rule 2.1.6, the Investigating Officer must, before deciding to conduct an 

investigation, require that the complainant, if identif iable, provide a complaint or details 

of the matter in written form and particulars of the complainant’s identity and, where in 

the Investigating Officer’s opinion it is necessary so to do to afford procedural fairness 

to the Member the subject of the complaint, the complainant’s written consent to the 

disclosure of his, her or its identity. 

 
2.1.6   In all cases, the Investigating Officer will keep the identity of the complainant 

confidential except where the complainant has consented in writing to the disclosure of 

his, her or its identity. 

 
2.1.7   Rule 2.1.4 does not prevent the Investigating Officer from conducting an investigation or 

from referring a matter to the Tribunal on the initiative of the Investigating Officer where 

there has been no complaint, but the Investigating Officer is of the opinion that a 

Member may have committed Misconduct. 

 
2.1.8   W here the Investigating Officer is of the opinion that disclosure of the identity of the 

complainant is necessary to afford procedural fairness to the Member the subject of the 

complaint, but the complainant refuses to provide such written consent, and the 
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Investigating Officer is not able to substantiate the subject matter of the complaint by 

independent means, without reference to the identity of the complainant, the 

Investigating Officer must not take any further action in relation to the complaint other 

than to advise the complainant that no further action will be taken in relation to the 

matter. 
 

2.2 POWERS OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER 
 

2.2.1   The Investigating Officer may use all lawful means to conduct the investigation of a 

matter and may conduct the investigation in any manner, using commonly accepted 

investigative techniques that the Investigating Officer considers fit. 
 

2.2.2  The Investigating Officer may inspect the Association’s membership and other records 

for the purpose of undertaking his, her or its duties as an Investigating Officer. 

 
2.2.3  The Investigating Officer may require a Member to produce to the Investigating Officer 

documents (including records kept in electronic form) within the possession, custody or 

control of the Member, by way of notice in writing to the Member specifying particular 

documents or categories of documents, provided that the documents or categories so 

required to be produced must in the Investigating Officer’s reasonable opinion be 

potentially relevant to the subject matter of a current investigation being conducted by 

the Investigating Officer. 

 
2.2.3A.A Member who receives such a notice must produce the documents required to the 

Investigating Officer within ten (10) Business Days from receipt of the notice, or such 

other time as is agreed in writing with the Investigating Officer. 
 

2.2.4  The Investigating Officer may require a Member who is a natural person to attend on 

him or her for the purpose of being interviewed, by way of written notice in writing to the 

Member specifying the date, time and place of the interview and notifying the Member 

that he or she may have a legal representative present at the interview. A Member who 

receives such a notice must attend the interview and must answer all questions asked 

of him or her in the interview. 
 

2.2.5  The Investigating Officer may issue a notice in writing to a Member that is a Corporation 

requiring that the Member make available for interview any Officer of the Member, or 

requesting that the Member make available for interview any employee of the Member 

as specified in the notice. Upon receiving such a notice the Member must cause the 

Officer specified to attend the interview, and must use its best efforts to ensure that 

each employee specified attends the interview. 

 
If the person is no longer employed by the Member but holds membership in their own 

right, the Investigating Officer may issue a notice in writing to that person to be 

interviewed. 

 
Any such notice issued by the Investigating Officer in relation to an employee must 

include a notification to the Member that: 

 
(a)  the Investigating Officer does not have the power to compel the employee 

specified in the notice to be interviewed; and 

 
(b)  any employee who agrees to be interviewed may have a legal representative 

present at the interview. 
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2.2.6  An interview conducted by the Investigating Officer must be recorded on audio tape, 

computer disc or other electronic form, and a copy made available to the Member and 

any other person interviewed as soon as practicable upon request. 
 

2.2.7  Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 

 
2.2.8  W hen ten (10) business days have expired and requested documents and/or 

information have not been supplied, without reasonable excuse, the Investigating 

Officer (IO) may finalise the Report to the Tribunal based on the evidence available at 

that time unless an extension is granted by the IO. An extension will only be granted at 

the discretion of the IO where: 

 
(a)  a letter from a legal representative confirming that they have been engaged by 

the Member to respond on their behalf is supplied; or 

 
(b)  a letter from a medical practitioner confirming that the Member has been unable 

to respond due to a medical condition is supplied; or 

 
(c)  the Member has sold their business resulting in the delay in retrieving the 

documents or information required to support their claims; or 

 
(d)  the complaint is sufficiently complex as to require significant resources from the 

Member to respond. 
 

2.3 ACTION TO SUSPEND 
 

2.3.1  If at any time in the course of an investigation the Investigating Officer suspects on 

reasonable grounds that a Member has committed, or been directly or indirectly 

involved in the commission of, an act involving fraud or dishonesty the Investigating 

Officer may, by notice in writing setting out the reasons, refer the matter to the 

Chairman or Deputy Chairman of the Tribunal with a copy of such notice in turn to be 

forwarded to the Member concerned by the Tribunal. The Investigating Officer may 

recommend that the Tribunal issue a Suspension Order. 

 
2.3.1A Notwithstanding any other provision of these Rules, no order for suspension of a 

Member shall take effect unless and until: 
 

(a)  the Member concerned must be given an opportunity, within the period of two 

(2) Business Days prior to the date upon which a proposed Suspension Order is 

to take effect, to make such representations and to provide such information to 

the Tribunal Member presiding in relation to the Suspension Order and the 

Chairman or Deputy Chairman must consider, but is not bound by, any 

representations made by the Member; and 

 
(b)  another member of the Tribunal, not being either the Chairman or Deputy 

Chairman, must sign an endorsement to the suspension order approving the 

making of it. 

 
2.3.2   The Chairman or Deputy Chairman may upon receipt of a notice pursuant to Rule 2.3.1 

from the Investigating Officer make an order suspending the Member from membership 

of the Association, subject to Rule 2.3.1A. 

 
2.3.3  Such order for suspension takes effect after the expiration of five (5) Business Days 

from the making of such suspension order. Notwithstanding any other provision of 

these Rules, no Suspension Order of a Member shall take effect unless and until 
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another member of the Tribunal, not being either the Chairman or Deputy Chairman, 
has signed an endorsement to the suspension order approving the making of it. 

 
2.3.4  A Suspension Order made by the Chairman or Deputy Chairman pursuant to Rule 2.3.2 

will remain in effect until revoked by that person or a Tribunal. 

 
2.3.5  A Member who is the subject of a Suspension Order made pursuant to Rule 2.3.2 may, 

by notice in writing to the Secretary to the Tribunal, require that the subject matter of the 

order be referred to a Tribunal. Such notice must be received by the Secretary to the 

Tribunal within ten (10) Business Days from the order for suspension. 

 
2.3.6  Further investigations may be conducted by the Investigating Officer where a Member 

has issued a Notice under Rule 2.3.5. 

 
2.3.7.  W here the Secretary to the Tribunal has received a notice from a Member pursuant to 

Rule 2.3.5, the Secretary must within five (5) Business Days notify, the Chairman or the 

Deputy Chairman, who did not make the Order under Rule 2.3.2, and the Tribunal 

Secretary must convene a Tribunal as soon as practicable to consider the continuation 

of or lifting of the suspension. 

 
2.3.8  W here the Chairman or Deputy Chairman has made an order for suspension of a 

Member and the person who made that order subsequently forms the opinion that he or 

she no longer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the Member has engaged in the 

Misconduct the subject of the notice, and it has not been referred to the Tribunal, that 

person may by notice in writing to the Member revoke the order for suspension and that 

revocation will have immediate effect. 

 

2.3.9 Where the Chairman or Deputy Chairman has made an order for suspension of a 

Member and the person who made that order forms the opinion that he or she continues 

to have reasonable grounds to suspect that the Member has engaged in the Misconduct 

the subject of the notice, and it has not been referred to the Tribunal, that person may 

by notice in writing to the Member make further Orders to finalise the matter. Any further 

Orders must be endorsed by the member of the Tribunal who endorsed the order for 

suspension. Such further Orders cannot be made under a period of 1 month from the order for 

suspension. 

 
 

2.4 NOTICE OF ALLEGED MISCONDUCT AND INVESTIGATION 

REPORT 
 

2.4.1  W here, upon investigation of a matter, the Investigating Officer considers that a Member 

may have engaged in Misconduct, the Investigating Officer must prepare a written 

Notice of Alleged Misconduct which must include particulars of the allegations of any 

breach of the Constitution or of the Code of Practice or these Rules, as the case may 

be, that is being made. The Investigating Officer must at the same time prepare a written 

Investigation Report, containing a detailed report in support of the Notice of Alleged 

Misconduct. 
 

2.4.2   The Investigating Officer must include with the Investigation Report copies of any 

correspondence received by the Investigating Officer from the Member who is the 

subject of the Notice of Alleged Misconduct, or any legal or other representative of the 

Member, and from the complainant except in a case where the written consent of the 

complainant is not required or is not necessary. 

 
2.4.3  The Investigating Officer must provide copies of the Notice of Alleged Misconduct and 

Investigation Report to: 
 

(a)  the Member who is the subject of the Notice of Alleged Misconduct; and 
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(b)  the Chairman of the Tribunal 

 
2.4.4   W here pursuant to this Rule 2.4 the Investigating Officer issues a Notice of Alleged 

Misconduct, the Investigating Officer may: 
 

(a)  prepare and provide an amended Notice or Notices of Alleged Misconduct; or 
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(b)  prepare and provide a further Notice or Notices of Alleged Misconduct; or 

 
(c)  withdraw a Notice of Alleged Misconduct with the leave of the Tribunal, 

as the case may require, from time to time. 

2.4.5   W here the MFAA Tribunal is considering an allegation of Misconduct and it appears to 

the Tribunal, on the basis of the material before it, that the Member may have engaged 

in a form of Misconduct that is not alleged or that may be alleged in a different and 

more appropriate manner in order to reflect the nature of the conduct, the Tribunal may 

direct the Investigating Officer to prepare a fresh Notice of Alleged Misconduct or an 

additional or amended Notice of Alleged Misconduct and serve it on the Member. The 

Tribunal may then proceed to deal with the matter in accordance with these Rules. 
 
 

 
SECTION 3 – CANCELLATION OR REFUSAL OF 

MEMBERSHIP OR ACCREDITATION 
 

3.1 PROCEEDINGS FOR CANCELLATION OF MEMBERSHIP OR 

ACCREDITATION 
 

3.1.1  The Membership Secretary may, in his or her absolute discretion, at any time refer to 

the Chairman, or Deputy Chairman, of the Tribunal a Member who, in the Membership 

Secretary’s opinion: 
 

(a)  does not meet or no longer meets the requirements of membership in the 

Association; or 
 

(b)  has made a material misrepresentation (whether by way of statement or 

omission) on an application form or other document provided to the Association; 

or 

 
(c)  does not have a relevant licence or qualif ication required by Federal, State or 

Territory legislation; or 

 
(d)  is not a “fit and proper person”. 

 
3.1.2  A referral pursuant to Rule 3.1.1 must be made by notice in writing setting out the 

reasons why the Membership Secretary has formed an opinion of the kind referred to in 

Rule 3.1.1 and include all relevant documentation or other material relied on by the 

Membership Secretary to form that opinion, and the Membership Secretary must 

provide a copy of the notice to the affected Member. 
 

3.2 REFUSED APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP OR 

ACCREDITATION 
 

3.2.1  In any case where an application for Membership in the Association has been received 

from an Applicant but refused by the Association, and the Applicant has notified the 

Association in writing within a period of three (3) calendar months from the date of the 

letter of refusal and paid the prescribed fee (if any) that he, she or it wishes to appeal 

that refusal, the Membership Secretary must refer the application to the Tribunal. 
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Should the Tribunal seek further information, it may ask the applicant, the Membership 
Secretary and/or the Investigating Officer for any assistance that it sees fit. 

 
3.2.2  The Membership Secretary must refer the application refused within five (5) Business 

Days after the Association has been notified that the Applicant wishes to appeal the 

decision to refuse the application. 

 
3.2.3  A referral pursuant to Rule 3.2.1 must be made by notice in writing and the Membership 

Secretary must provide a copy of the notice to the Applicant. 
 

3.3  Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 
 

 
 
 

SECTION 4 – MFAA TRIBUNAL 
 

4.1 COMPOSITION OF THE TRIBUNAL 
 

4.1.1  There will be a Tribunal for the purposes of: 

 
(a)  carrying out the functions of the Tribunal pursuant to these Rules and the 

Tribunal under these Rules may hear and determine any matters or allegations 

of Misconduct against any Member relating to any breach of the terms of the 

MFAA Constitution, Code of Practice, the COSL Rules or the Disciplinary Rules 

by any Member; and 

 
(b)  considering appeals in relation to refused applications for MFAA Membership; 

and 

 
(c)  carrying out such other functions as are delegated to it by the Board. 

 
4.1.1A The Tribunal does not have jurisdiction in relation to any Contractual Dispute, but the 

Tribunal may hear and determine any matter or allegation of Misconduct 

notwithstanding that there may be a separate Contractual Dispute between Members. 
 

4.1.2  The Tribunal will be referred to as the MFAA Tribunal. 

 
4.1.3  The Board must appoint a Chairman and may appoint a Deputy Chairman of the 

Tribunal, each of whom is a legal practitioner of at least f ive (5) years standing and has 

the right to practise law within a State or Territory of Australia. Both persons will be 

appointed on such terms of remuneration as are determined by the Board. 

 
4.1.4   The Tribunal Secretary must maintain a list, known as the Tribunal Panel, consisting of 

a list of persons selected by the Board, each of whom is, in the opinion of the Board, a 

person of good character and of good standing and experience in the credit industry. 

Neither Board members nor staff of the Association shall be included on this list. 
 

4.1.5  The Board will endeavour to ensure that the Tribunal Panel includes at least one (1) 

person from each State and Territory of Australia. 
 

4.1.6  For the purposes of a hearing, a Tribunal must be comprised of: 

(a)  the Chairman or the Deputy Chairman; and 

(b)  two persons from the Tribunal Panel, appointed by the Tribunal Secretary in 

consultation with the presiding Chairman; 
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or 

 
(c)  where both the Chairman and Deputy Chairman are unable or not prepared to 

sit on a particular hearing, three persons from the Tribunal Panel, selected by 

the Tribunal Secretary, one of whom will be designated by the Tribunal 

Secretary as Chairman for the purposes of that particular hearing; or 

 
(d)  where the Chairman determines, in his or her discretion, that it is appropriate to 

do so having regard to the importance of the matter, the Tribunal may be 

constituted, by the Chairman, the Deputy Chairman and up to three persons 

from the Tribunal Panel. 

 
4.1.7  In the absence of the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman, the person designated by 

the Tribunal Secretary as Chairman for the purposes of a particular hearing must be a 

legal practitioner of at least five (5) years standing and who has the right to practice law 

within a State or Territory of Australia. If the members of the Tribunal Panel do not 

include such a person the Board may appoint a suitably qualified person for the period 

required. 

 
 

4.2 PROCEEDINGS OF THE TRIBUNAL 
 

4.2.1  The Tribunal Secretary may assist the presiding Chairman to appoint the Tribunal to 

deal with a particular proceeding. 

 
4.2.2  The Chairman of the Tribunal must convene the Tribunal as quickly as is practicable, 

which may be done in person or by telephone, email or audiovisual link as the 

Chairman considers fit, and: 
 

(a)  where an order for suspension is in effect, and whether or not a Notice has 

been received, the Tribunal may make an order that the order for suspension be 

continued until further order of the Tribunal, or an order that the order for 

suspension be revoked, without conducting a hearing or receiving evidence or 

submissions from any party to the proceeding; 

 
(b)  in any proceeding, if the Tribunal has reason to suspect that a Member has 

committed, or been directly or indirectly involved in the commission of, an act 

involving fraud or dishonesty, the Tribunal may make an order suspending the 

Member from membership of the Association; 

 
(c)  in any proceeding, determine whether the proceeding will be dealt with and 

determined in the absence of the parties, 

 
(d)  in any proceeding, determine whether a hearing will be convened. 

 
4.2.3  W here the Tribunal has made an order pursuant to Rule 4.2.2(a) or (b), the Tribunal 

may at any time in the proceeding, prior to issuing its final determination, on the motion 

of a party or on its own motion make an order revoking or varying its original order 

pursuant to Rule 4.2.2(a) or (b). 
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4.2.4  W here the Tribunal has made an order pursuant to Rule 4.2.2(a) or (b) in respect of a 

Member, the Tribunal must immediately notify the Investigating Officer of the order and 

Rule 2.3.7 will then apply as if the order had been made by the Investigating Officer. 
 

4.2.5  W here the Tribunal has determined pursuant to Rule 4.2.2(c) that a proceeding will be 

conducted in the absence of the parties, the Chairman may notify the Investigating 

Officer and must notify the Member who is the subject of the proceeding of that 

determination. 

 
4.2.5A W here the Tribunal proposes to deal finally with the matter before it, the Tribunal may 

do so without notice to the Investigating Officer or to the parties but the Tribunal must 

not proceed in this manner unless it proposes to determine such Notice of Alleged 

Misconduct by dismissing it. 

 
4.2.6  W here the Tribunal has determined pursuant to Rule 4.2.2(d) that a hearing will be 

convened in respect of a proceeding, the Chairman must appoint a date, time and 

place for the hearing and may give notice in writing of these particulars to the 

Investigating Officer and must give notice to the Member who is the subject of the 

Notice of Alleged Misconduct. The period of notice must be not less than ten (10) 

Business Days prior to the date of the hearing. 

 
4.2.6A W here the Tribunal has determined that a hearing will be convened, the Tribunal may 

invite the Investigating Officer to attend. The Investigating Officer is to act as an 

impartial friend of the Tribunal, and may make recommendations to the Tribunal, where 

invited by the Tribunal to do so. 

 
4.2.7   The Tribunal may adjourn, postpone or reconvene a hearing as it thinks fit, provided 

that reasonable notice is given to the parties involved in the hearing. 

 
4.2.8   The Tribunal can request assistance, including investigation, from the Investigating 

Officer and staff of the MFAA at any time and on any matter before the Tribunal. 

 
Particular process for matters where there may be mitigating factors amounting to 

special circumstances 

 
4.2.9   W here the Tribunal believes in its absolute discretion that such an approach is 

appropriate, it may write to the Member and ask its attitude to the allegations made in 

an IO Report, or other matter, and ask the Member whether they intend to contest the 

matter. 

 
4.2.10 W ithout prejudice to its general powers to conduct proceedings, the Tribunal may 

require the Member to indicate if the Member intends to contest the allegation and to 

indicate that if the Member were either to contest the allegations or to admit them and 

the Tribunal may determine the matter by the application of any of Rules 4.7.4(b) to (e) 

inclusive. 

 
4.2.11 Further to Rule 4.2.10 the Member should, within thirty (30) days if it intends to contest 

the allegations, provide sufficient material to the Tribunal which the Member believes 

indicates that there are mitigating factors amounting to special circumstances, including 

whether it has taken, or is taking, any corrective action in respect of its conduct. 
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4.3 PROCEEDINGS FOR CANCELLATION OF MEMBERSHIP OR 

ACCREDITATION 
 

4.3.1  Upon receiving a Notice pursuant to Section 2 or Rule 3.1.1, the Tribunal Secretary 

must appoint a Tribunal to deal with that particular proceeding. 

 
4.3.2  The Tribunal must provide to the Member who is the subject of the notice or 

Investigation Report a reasonable opportunity to make written submissions to the 

Tribunal as to the reasons why the membership of the Member should not be 

cancelled. The Tribunal must not hold a hearing in respect of the proceeding and the 

Member is not entitled to require that a hearing be held unless the Tribunal is satisfied 

that special circumstances exist justifying the holding of a hearing. 

 
4.3.3   If, having considered any submissions received by it, the Tribunal is of the opinion that 

the Member: 

 
(a)  does not meet the requirements of membership in the Association; or 

 
(b)  has made a material misrepresentation (whether by way of statement or 

omission) on an application form or other document provided to the Association; 

 
the Tribunal may instruct the Membership Secretary to cancel the membership. 

 

4.4 PROCEEDINGS IN RELATION TO REFUSED APPLICATIONS 
 

4.4.1  W here the MFAA receives a notice pursuant to Rule 3.2.1, or an Investigation Report 

pursuant to Rule 3.3.3 relating to a refused application by an Applicant, the Tribunal 

Secretary must assist the presiding Chairman to appoint a Tribunal to deal with that 

particular matter. 

 
4.4.2  The Tribunal must provide to the Applicant who is the subject of the Notice or 

Investigation Report a reasonable opportunity to make written submissions to the 

Tribunal as to the reasons why the application by the Applicant for membership in the 

Association should be allowed. The Tribunal must not hold a hearing in respect of the 

proceeding and the Applicant is not entitled to require that a hearing be held. 

 
4.4.3  After considering any submissions received by it, the Tribunal may affirm the decision 

to refuse the application by the Applicant for membership in the Association, or revoke 

that decision and direct the Association to allow the application for membership as the 

case may be. 

 
4.4.4   In making that decision, the Tribunal is not confined to consider only the material that 

was before the MFAA State Council that originally received the application nor does it 

only review the decision made by that State Council. 

 
4.4.5  The Tribunal’s role in relation to such an appeal is to determine that the Applicant 

should in all the circumstances be admitted to the MFAA, including whether the 

Applicant is a fit and proper person. 
 

4.4.6  W here such a Tribunal directs that an Applicant be admitted to membership, the 

Tribunal may place relevant conditions on that membership as it sees fit. 
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4.4.7  W here a former Member of the Association applies to join the Association any past 

incomplete disciplinary complaints must be finalised before membership will be 

considered. 
 

4.4.8   W here an Applicant who had been refused membership previously lodges a new 

Application that Applicant must satisfy the Tribunal that the matters relating to the 

earlier refusal have been resolved to the satisfaction of the Tribunal. 
 

4.5 CONDUCT OF TRIBUNAL HEARINGS AND PROVISIONAL 

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS PENDING COMPLETION OF A 

HEARING 
 

4.5.1  A hearing of the Tribunal must be held in private except that: 

 
(a)  the Member as of right (if a natural person), or two (2) representatives of the 

Member are entitled to attend; and 

 
(b)  the Tribunal may allow other representatives of the Association and the Member 

to attend and make submissions; and 

 
(c)  the Investigating Officer may attend at the invitation of the Tribunal. 

 
4.5.2  A party may be legally represented before the Tribunal provided that: 

 
(a)  the presiding Chairman is advised not less than two (2) Business Days prior to 

the date set down for the Tribunal hearing of the intention of the particular party 

to have legal representation, and the name and contact details of each such 

legal representative; and 

 
(b)  the Tribunal may, if it is satisfied that legal representation has served or may 

continue to serve to delay the hearing of the matter, terminate the right of the 

party to have legal representation in which event the legal representative or 

representatives must depart the hearing and take no further part in it and the 

hearing must proceed in the absence of that legal representation. 
 

4.5.3  No party may be compelled to appear at a hearing of the Tribunal, but any party to a 

hearing may provide written submissions and evidence to the Chairman at least three 

(3) Business Days before the hearing or at the hearing with the leave of the Tribunal. 

 
4.5.4  The Tribunal may make such procedural arrangements as it thinks fit, including 

directions for the provision of written submissions and evidence and the taking of a 

transcript of the hearing. 
 

4.5.5   The Tribunal must conduct hearings with as little formality and technicality as possible 

and otherwise may conduct hearings as it considers fit, having regard to the necessity 

that adequate consideration be given to matters before it. 

 
4.5.6.  If a member cannot be served by post, email or any other means with Notices, papers 

or other material relating to an MFAA Tribunal proceeding because the address given 

for the service of Notices is not effective and they cannot otherwise reasonably be 

located at that address or elsewhere, or for any other reason that address is not 

correct, the Chairman of a Tribunal may certify in writing the reasons for believing that 

the Member may have engaged in misconduct. 
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4.5.7.  The statement of reasons under Rule 4.5.6 for believing that the Member may have 

engaged in misconduct must be sent to the Member’s last provided address, or to 

another address if their whereabouts are known to the MFAA, or the MFAA has reason 

to believe that service can be effected using that other address, and the Member may 

be required to indicate within ten (10) business days that they are prepared to answer 

any allegations in an MFAA Tribunal and provide any new address and the details of 

any legal or other representative, within that time. 

 
4.5.8.  The Chairman may, but is not obliged to, consult the other Tribunal members when 

providing a Certificate under Rule 4.5.6. 

 
4.5.9.  The Chairman is not disqualified from later presiding over the Tribunal in the same 

matter by reason of having given a Certificate under Rule 4.5.6. 

 
4.5.10 The Member to whom or to which a Certificate under Rule 4.5.7 is given must provide 

an address for service of notices and indicate whether they intend or do not intend to 

contest a Notice of Allegation in relation to which the Chairman of the Tribunal has 

given a Certificate under Rule 4.5.7 within ten (10) business days of the date on which 

the Certificate was sent to their last known address. 

 
4.5.11 If no response is received in the ten (10) business day period, the Chairman may within 

a further ten (10) business days notify that fact to the Membership Secretary. 

 
4.5.12 On receipt of such notice, the Membership Secretary must 

 
(a)  suspend the Member from membership of the MFAA on a provisional basis, 

(b)  ensure that the MFAA website and records contain such a notation, and 

(c)  ensure that the Member does not receive or use any of the benefits of 

membership. 

 
4.5.13 If in the opinion of the Tribunal a Member Provisionally Suspended under Rule 4.5.12, 

fails to adhere to the conditions of the Provisional Suspension, the Tribunal may, at its 

sole discretion, decide that the Member has engaged in misconduct. 
 

4.6 GENERAL RULES GOVERNING THE TRIBUNAL 
 

4.6.1  The laws and rules of evidence do not apply to proceedings before the Tribunal. 
 

4.6.1.1 In considering a matter before it, the Tribunal may take into account details entered into 

the Register of the Tribunal concerning matters previously dealt with by the Tribunal 

against a Member, but only for the purposes of considering the orders that the Tribunal 

may make against a Member, unless the Tribunal determines that the entry in the 

Register and the facts to which it refers are relevant to establishing whether the 

Member has engaged in Misconduct and has given the Member an opportunity to 

address it on that issue. 

 
4.6.2  The Tribunal must act expeditiously in hearing and determining all proceedings before 

it. 

 
4.6.3  The Tribunal must act without bias and treat all parties with fairness and in accordance 

with the rules of natural justice. 
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4.6.4  The Tribunal may obtain legal advice and have legal advisers in attendance at a 

hearing. 

 
4.6.5  The Tribunal may conduct proceedings or other meetings of the Tribunal in person or 

by other means to engage in conference and make decisions by way of email and 

other electronic means. The conduct of hearings by the Tribunal does not require 

Tribunal Members to hear and speak with each other contemporaneously. 

 
4.6.5A The Tribunal may, as it sees fit, hold informal meetings relevant to a matter before it 

with any party including the Member who is the subject of the relevant alleged 

misconduct to assist it in making its decision. Such informal meetings do not constitute 

a hearing under these Rules. 

 
4.6.6  All determinations and decisions of the Tribunal must be made by simple majority vote 

of the Members of the Tribunal. 

 
4.6.7  All correspondence between a party and the Tribunal may be dealt with on the 

Tribunal’s behalf by the Chairman or Deputy Chairman, except where that is delegated 

to the Secretary to the Tribunal. 
 

4.6.7A Any document or correspondence with a Member, including without limitation, a Notice 

of Allegation, may be served on the Member by post, by personal service or by email 

and shall be deemed to have been sufficiently served, even if another method of 

service is used, if it has been despatched by post and three (3) Business Days have 

elapsed after the date on which the document or correspondence was posted to the 

address of the Member last notif ied to the Association. 

 
4.6.8  W here the Tribunal has made a determination pursuant to Rule 4.3.3 or 4.7.2, the 

Chairman must notify in writing the Member who is the subject of the proceeding before 

the Tribunal of the determination, including any finding of Misconduct and any penalty 

as soon as this is practicable. 

 
4.6.9  W here the Tribunal has made a determination pursuant to Rule 4.4.3, the Chairman 

must notify in writing the Membership Secretary and the Applicant who is the subject of 

the proceeding before the Tribunal of the determination penalty as soon as this is 

practicable. 

 
4.6.10 The Tribunal is required to issue written reasons for any determination made by it. Any 

such written reasons must be issued by the Tribunal to the Member who is the subject 

of the proceeding before the Tribunal of the determination and to the Tribunal 

Secretary within twenty (20) business days after the date on which the determination is 

made. 

 
4.6.11 The Tribunal may proceed to determine any matter before it notwithstanding the failure 

by the Member who is the subject of the Notice of Alleged Misconduct to make 

submissions or to provide documents or information or to appear at a hearing within the 

period specified for the purpose by the Tribunal. 

 
4.6.12 Any act or omission by an Officer, employee, contractor or representative of a Member 

is deemed for the purposes of these Rules to be an act or omission by the Member. 
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4.7 POWERS OF THE TRIBUNAL IN RELATION TO SANCTIONS 
 

4.7.1   Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 

 
4.7.1A Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 

 
4.7.2   In relation to a Notice of Allegation, the Tribunal may: 

 
(a)  find the allegations not substantiated and dismiss the matter absolutely; 

(b)  dismiss the allegation(s) subject to any conditions; 

(c)  Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010; 

 
(d)  find that the member engaged in conduct amounting to Misconduct but due to 

exceptional circumstances determine not to impose a sanction, to adjourn the 

matter on sanction to a date to be fixed, or impose a sanction which is 

suspended for any period of time to be determined at the discretion of the 

Tribunal; 

 
(e)  find the member has engaged in Misconduct and impose a sanction or 

sanctions. 

 
4.7.3   Subject to Rule 4.7.2 and Rule 4.7.4, if the Tribunal determines that a Member has 

engaged in Misconduct, the Tribunal may make a determination of Misconduct and 

may: 

 
(a)  dismiss the matter subject to any conditions the Tribunal may impose; 

(b)   counsel the Member; 

(c)  censure the Member; 
 

(d)  suspend the Member from Membership of the Association, for such period and 

on such terms or conditions as the Tribunal thinks fit; 

 
(e)  where the Member is already the subject of an order for suspension, continue 

that suspension for such period and on such terms or conditions as the Tribunal 

thinks fit; 

 
(f)  require the Member to take such steps as the Tribunal may determine to correct 

the effects of any Misconduct found; 

 
(g)  require the Member to pay a financial contribution to the Association to be used 

as the Tribunal recommends, or in the absence of a recommendation, as the 

Association determines; 

 
(h)  require the Member to undertake such education or compliance program as the 

Tribunal thinks fit, provided that the purpose of such program is to reduce the 

likelihood of future acts of Misconduct by the Member; 

 
(i)  expel the Member from Membership of the Association; 
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(j)  adjourn the proceeding subject to compliance with such conditions as to 

sanctions as the Tribunal may otherwise impose in accordance with this Rule. 

 
4.7.4  W here the Tribunal has determined that the Member has engaged in Misconduct but 

there are, in the opinion of the Tribunal, factors amounting to special circumstances, 

the Tribunal may decide not to make any determination of Misconduct against the 

Member and impose any one or more of the following penalties upon the Member: 

 
(a)  a suspended determination of Misconduct whereby the determination of 

Misconduct by the Tribunal against the Member is to be suspended for any 

period of time up to 2 years as the Tribunal deems fit from the date of the 

imposition of the suspended determination of Misconduct and the suspended 

determination of Misconduct will be of no effect after any such period of 

suspension imposed expires; 

 
However where the Member within the period of any suspended determination is 

found to have engaged in further Misconduct, the suspended determination of 

Misconduct penalty shall be of no effect and is to be reconsidered afresh by the 

Tribunal as to an appropriate penalty at the same time as any further 

Misconduct is being considered by the Tribunal in relation to penalty; 
 

(b)  an admonishment of the Member without any determination of Misconduct by 

the Tribunal against the Member; 

 
(c)  an order to require the Member to take such steps as the Tribunal may 

determine to correct the effects of any relevant conduct; 

 
(d)  an order to pay a financial contribution to the Association to be used as the 

Tribunal recommends, or in the absence of a recommendation, as the 

Association determines; 
 

(e)  an order to require the Member to undertake such education or compliance 

program as the Tribunal thinks fit, provided that the purpose of such program is 

to reduce the likelihood of future acts of Misconduct by the Member. 

 
4.7.5   The Tribunal may determine that a Member has not acted within the spirit of the 

Tribunal process and may decide to recover the MFAA’s costs from the Member 

concerned, after taking into account whether or not the Member: 

 
(a)  has unreasonably failed to cooperate with the Tribunal or the Investigating 

Officer, or the Members’ behaviour has caused additional or unnecessary costs 

to be incurred by the MFAA; 

 
(b)  has obstructed the hearing of the matter; or 

 
(c)  has unreasonably failed to comply with requests for information in a timely 

manner without reasonable excuse. 

 
4.7.6   Prior to taking any action under Rule 4.7.3 or Rule 4.7.4 or Rule 4.7.5, the Tribunal 

must provide such reasonable time as the Tribunal determines for the Member to make 

such representations and to provide such information to the Tribunal as the Member 

thinks fit in relation to the action proposed to be taken by the Tribunal. 
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4.8 EFFECT OF TRIBUNAL DETERMINATIONS 
 

4.8.1  A determination, decision or order made by the Tribunal pursuant to the Rules has 

effect from the date on which the Tribunal determines that it will have effect or, if the 

Tribunal does not specify such a date, immediately from the date on which the 

determination, decision or order is made. 

 
4.8.2   A determination, decision or order made by the Tribunal is final and binding on all 

parties to the proceeding. Neither the Association, nor any constituent body of the 

Association other than the Tribunal, has power to vary or overrule a determination, 

decision or order made by the Tribunal. 

 
4.8.3   W here the Tribunal is of the view that a mistake has been made or that it acted upon 

incorrect information leading to a sanction or sanctions, the Tribunal may of its own 

motion, within three (3) calendar months of a decision, review its decision and vary or 

overrule any decision relating to that sanction or sanctions made by the Tribunal. 

 
4.8.4  The Member subject to Rule 4.8.3 must be advised of the intention to review the 

decision and must be given a reasonable opportunity to make a submission. Further, 

the Member may request that the review be done by another Tribunal than the one that 

initially considered the matter. 
 

4.9 NOTIFICATION TO PERSONS AFFECTED BY DETERMINATION 
 

4.9.1   W here the Tribunal makes a determination, decision or order pursuant to these Rules 

and the effect of that determination, decision or order is to cause the Member to be 

suspended or expelled from the Association, the Tribunal: 

 
(a)       may make such ancillary orders concerning Members who are employed by, or 

contracted to, the Member concerned as the Tribunal thinks fit and every such 

ancillary order shall bind every such Member; and 
 

(b)  must as soon as practicable in such form and manner as it thinks fit notify each 

such Member of the effect of the determination, and the terms of any ancillary 

order. 
 

4.10  PUBLICATION OF TRIBUNAL DETERMINATIONS 
 

4.10.1 The Tribunal Secretary must maintain a register of all determinations made by the 

Tribunal or by the Board pursuant to Rule 4.3.3 or 4.7, and make the register available 

for inspection by Members. The register must, with respect to each determination, 

include the name of the Member to whom the determination relates, any findings of 

Misconduct by the Tribunal and any orders made by the Tribunal including any 

sanctions. The register must also include a copy of the reasons for determination 

issued by the Tribunal. 

 
4.10.2 The Tribunal Secretary must maintain a separate register of all determinations made by 

the Tribunal pursuant to Rule 4.4.3. The register must, with respect to each 

determination, include the name of the Applicant to whom the determination relates and 

the determination made by the Tribunal. The register must also include a copy of the 

reasons for determination issued by the Tribunal. 

 
4.10.3 The Association shall, as it sees fit, publish or otherwise make available to Members, 

any other persons or the public generally the content of, or an extract from, or précis of, 
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any determinations by the Tribunal (other than determinations pursuant to Rule 4.4.3) 

and the register maintained pursuant to Rule 4.10.1 and of any reasons issued by the 

Tribunal. 
 

All Members by this Rule provide their express consent to the publication of material 

encompassed within this Rule and waive and release forever any rights they may 

otherwise have to bring action with respect to such publication, whether by suit in 

defamation or other cause of action. 

 
4.10.4 The Association shall, as it sees fit, publish or otherwise make available to Members, or 

any other persons, or the public generally, a statistical report of Tribunal hearings and 

or determinations or other statistical data as it sees fit. 

 
4.10.5 Except as provided above, the Association must not publish or otherwise make 

available to Members, or other persons or the public generally the content of any 

determinations by the Tribunal pursuant to Rule 4.4.3 or the register maintained 

pursuant to Rule 4.10.2 (collectively the “Application Records”). The Association must 

only provide access to the Application Records as follows: 

 
(a)  an Applicant must be given access upon request to that part of the Application 

Records that relates to the Applicant, but not to any other part of the Application 

Records; 
 

(b)  the Membership Secretary, the Tribunal Secretary, the Tribunal, an Investigating 

Officer, the Board and a state Council must be given access upon request to 

the Application Records; 

 
(c)  as required by law. 

 

4.11  KEEPING COMPLAINANTS INFORMED 
 

4.11.1 The Investigating Officer shall keep a complainant informed of progress in handling a 

complaint provided always that the Investigating Officer must not provide any 

information to a complainant in relation to the progress and outcome of the complaint 

where in the opinion of the Investigating Officer: 

 
(a)       to do so would expose the Investigating Officer, the Tribunal Secretary, the 

Association or any Officer of the Association or Members of the Tribunal to 

liability for civil damages; 
 

(b)  to do so would or could prejudice, impede or in any other manner adversely 

affect the investigation of the complaint and the proceedings of the Tribunal; or 

 
(c)  to do so would deny procedural fairness to the Member, the subject of the 

complaint. 
 

4.12  LEGAL PROCEEDINGS AND INDEMNITIES 
 

4.12.1 A Member, including a Member whose membership has been suspended or cancelled, 

may not bring any legal action or proceeding against the Association, any member of 

the Tribunal or any employee or agent of the Association (including without limitation 

members of the Board, State Councillors of the Association or an Investigating Officer), 

with respect to the publication or giving of access to any person of material pursuant to 

Rules 4.10.1 or 4.10.2, and this Rule may be pleaded as a complete bar to the 

commencement or continuation of any such proceedings in any jurisdiction. 
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4.12.2 The Association will indemnify each member of the Tribunal and each employee, 

contractor and agent of the Association against any claim, action or proceeding brought 

against that person by any other person arising out of or in connection with the conduct 

of an investigation by an Investigating Officer, a proceeding before the Tribunal or any 

order, determination or decision made by an Investigating Officer or the Tribunal, and 

this indemnity will extend to the conduct of the defence of any proceedings and the 

payment of any costs thereof. 

 
4.12.3 The indemnity provided pursuant to Rule 4.12.2 does not extend to actions brought by 

the Association against any person. 
 
 

 
SECTION 5 – Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 

 

 
 
 

SECTION 6 – Intentionally Left Blank on 22 July 2010 
 

 
 
 

SECTION 7 – DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 
 

7.1    DEFINITIONS 
 

In these Rules, the following words and phrases have the meanings and references set out 

below: 

 
Applicant  a person who has lodged an application with the Association to 

be accepted as a Member; 

 
Association                            the Mortgage & Finance Association of Australia ACN 006 085 

552; 

 
Board                                      the Board of the Association as defined in the Constitution; 

 
Business Day  any day not being a Saturday, Sunday or a day which is a public 

holiday or a bank holiday in the place in which the thing is to be 

or may be done under these Rules; 

 
Chairman  the Chair of the Tribunal as constituted in respect of a particular 

proceeding; 

 
Contractual Dispute  a dispute between Members where the substantial basis of the 

dispute relates to their respective business interests and may 

include monetary claims such as entitlement to remuneration or 

the sharing of commissions; 

 
Complainant                          the person or organisation making a complaint against a Member; 

Constitution                           the Constitution of the Association as amended from time to time; 

Corporation                            as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 of the Commonwealth; 
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COSL or COS Limited  the service for complaint and dispute handling established by 

Credit Industry Ombudsman Service Limited or its successor in 

title; 

 
COSL Rules  the Credit Ombudsman Service Rules made by COSL Limited; 

 
Credit Industry Ombudsman 

 
the Credit Industry Ombudsman appointed pursuant to the 

Constitution of COS Limited and the COSL Rules; 

 
Deputy Chairman  an alternate Chairman of the Tribunal as constituted in respect of 

a particular proceeding; 

 
Expulsion Order  an order of the Tribunal to expel a Member from membership of 

the Association; 

 
Fit and Proper  as defined in the MFAA Code of Practice; 

 
Investigating Officer  a person appointed pursuant to sub-rule 2.1.1; 

 
Investigation Report  a report on investigation(s) made by the Investigating Officer 

pursuant to Rule 2.4.1; 

 
Member  a Member of the Association as defined in the Constitution from 

time to time; 

 
Membership Secretary  the person appointed to that position by the Association from 

time to time; 

 
Misconduct  conduct as defined in the MFAA Code of Practice from time to 

time; 

 
Notice of Allegation  a written notice provided by the Investigating Officer to the 

Tribunal and the Member concerned by which an Allegation of 

Misconduct is made; 

 
Notice of Alleged Misconduct 

 
a written notice provided by the Investigating Officer to the 

Member concerned by which an Allegation of Misconduct is 

made; 

 
Officer  as defined in the Corporations Act Cwlth 2001; 

 
Provisional Suspension  as defined in Rule 4.5; 

 
Rules  these Disciplinary Rules as amended from time to time; 

 
Secretary to the Tribunal  see Tribunal Secretary; 

 
State Council  a State Council of the Association as defined in the Constitution; 
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Suspension Order  an order of the Tribunal to suspend a Member from active 

membership of the Association; 

 
Tribunal  the MFAA Tribunal established pursuant to clause 

14.1.1 of the Constitution and Rule 4.1.1; 

 
Tribunal Panel  as defined in Rule 4.1; 

 
Tribunal Secretary  the person appointed to that position from time to time by the 

Association. Also referred to as Secretary to the Tribunal. 
 

7.2 INTERPRETATION 
 

In the interpretation of the Rules: 

 
(a)  headings are disregarded; 

 
(b)  words importing persons include partnerships, associations, corporations, 

companies unincorporated and incorporated whether by Act of Parliament or 

otherwise, as well as individuals; 

 
(c)  singular includes plural and vice versa and words importing any gender include 

all other genders; 

 
(d)  all references to statutory provisions are construed as references to any 

statutory modification or re-enactment for the time being in force; 

 
(e)  where the Rules require a notice to be served on a Member, the notice is to be 

regarded as having been given by the Association and received by the Member: 

 
(i)  if by delivery in person, when delivered to the Member; 

 
(ii)  if by post, three (3) Business Days from and including the date of postage 

to the Member's address entered in the Register; or 

 
(iii)  if by facsimile transmission, whether or not legibly received, when 

transmitted to the Member's fax number entered in the Register and the 

Association's facsimile machine confirms receipt; 
 

(iv)  if by electronic mail, when transmitted to the Member’s email address 

entered in the MFAA Register and the Member confirms receipt or receipt 

is deemed by virtue of legislation; 
 

but if the delivery or receipt is on a day which is not a Business Day or is after 

4.00pm (Member's time), it is regarded as having been received at 9.00am on 

the following Business Day; 

 
(f)        if there is an inconsistency between the provisions of these Rules, the MFAA 

Code of Practice and the MFAA Constitution then the provisions of the MFAA 

Constitution are to prevail. 
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